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GENERAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS DURING 1917
.\n annual review of the activities of the electrical industry
is givC1 in the curent issue of the Gelleral Electric Review in
an article by John Liston, of the Publication Bureau of the
General Electric Company. When, in the fullness of time, the
complete story of the developments in the electrical industry
ior 1917 is told. reads the opening paragraph of this article,
it will constitute a record of which the entire electrical fraternity may well be proud; but, at present, for reasons which
..ill be appreciated by every American engineer, many items
of interest must of necessity be omitted from any review covering the accomplishments of the industry.
The feature of overshadowing importance in the year's de,·elopment was the enormous increase in the volume of production of standard apparatus to meet unprecedented demands for
lJOwtr station, railway and industrial equipment. For certain
~s of apparatus which had been in general use, this increase
ddUa1ly represented advances of several hundred per cent as
~ompared with the maximum output of preceding years. In re~poose to emergency demands, numerous machines of large
i:apacity were manufactured with a rapidity which had never
bdore been attempted.
\\·hile there were many notable additions to the existing equipment of electric railroads, hydro-electric stations and power
and lighting systems of a great variety of industries, as well
as rxtension of electric service into new fields, there were comparatiYely few instances in which the unit capacity of the apparatus 5upplied excee~d the maximum ratings previously
established.
Following is given an abstract of the various developments as
t~)· ~rtain to the electric railway industry, indicating broadly
the important tendencies in design, construction and applic'ltion.
TURBINES

The pressing demands for turbines of all capacities necessi-
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tated the concentration of all efforts on the production of types
of machines which were already developed and the postponement of development work which otherwise might have been
undertaken.
A number of the large turbine-generator sets were shipped
and are in operation. These sets consist in every case of a
single turbine of single flow design connected to a single generator and, in accordance with G-E turbine practice, they are designed to utilize efficiently the highest degrees of vacuum. It
has often been pointed out that the volume of each pound of
steam is almost twice as great at 29 in. as at 28 in. vacuum.
ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINES

There were no changes of importance in the design or maximum rating of this class of apparatus, but there was an exceptional expansion in the production of standard machines.
The largest unit constructed was a horizontal shaft waterwheel driven generator rated at 20,000 kva., 6600 volts, 60 cycles,
and operated at 360 rpm., or more than twice the speed of machines of the same class and kilowatt capacity previously built.
In low-speed machines there were two 10,000-kva., 6600-volt,
6O-cycle vertical shaft waterwheel driven units operating at
55.6 rpm.
The spring-supported thrust bearing was developed by the
General Electric Company to overcome certain difficulties experienced with thrust bearings for vertical shaft generators.
A distinctive feature of the spring-supported bearing is that, it
will automatically adjust itself while in' operation if there is a
loss of alignment due to a settling of the foundation or to
other causes. So successful have these bearings proved in
actual service that their use on G-E vertical shaft generators
has been standardized.
The demand for generators for foreign water power developments was more than double that of any previous year and
amounted to more than thirty 50-cycle, 6600-volt horizontal

Automatic Block Signals
For Protecting High Speed Trafflc
More interurban trains are operated out of Los Angeles than out of all nine of the most important
interurban centers in the central west, combined. The Paci6c Electric Railway handles all of the trains
from Los Angeles.
The result to be obtained where "UNION" signals are used is indicated by the performance and cost
records of the Paci6c Electric Railway, as published in the December, 191 7, Joumal of the Railway
Signal Association.
Result. obtained on the Paeadena Short Line:
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Total failures for the entire year of 1916................................................................
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(Ten of these failures due to lamps burning out.)
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_
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shaft alternators with rated outeuts of from 2500 to 10,000 kva.
Except for the unusual frequency, these machines were built
in accordance with American standards.
Four alternators rated at 6250 kva., 6600 volts, 25 cycles, 88
rpm., were supplied for gas engine drive to the Bethlehem
Steel Company, thereby carrying the maximum capacity for gas
engine generator sets well beyond any previous rating.
The use of synchronous motors for direct compressor drive
increased about 35% above the requirements of previous years,
and the motors supplied for this particular application aggregated about 65,000 hp., with individual ratings ranging from 150
hp. to 1020 hp.
AUTOMATIC HYDRO-ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION

A hydro-electric plant equipped with three vertical shaft 500lew., 2-phase, 6O-cycle, 2300-volt, 6O-rpm. generators, designed
to operate in parallel with the steam power station of the Iowa
Railway & Light Company at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, represents
the first application of automatic control on any commercial
scale for this class of service.
The water power development is located about half a mile
from the steam plant, and by means of float switches, actuated
by the change in water level in the forebay, the generators are
thrown in or cut out of service at any predetermined water stage.
Remote control from the steam station is also provided.
This system insures the most effective and economical use
of the available water supply, and also permits the conservation
of a sufficient supply of stored water, by suitable adjustment
of the float switches, to utilize the capacity of the hydraulic
plant during peak load demands on the steam power plant.
No operator is required for the hydro-electric station and
the attendance is limited to periodic visits of inspection.
DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS

The most important development of recent years, in a directcurrent motor design, was embodied in a complete ne\v line of
adjustable speed motors ranging from 2 hp. to 125 hp. in capacity. This ne\v motor, which is known as Type RF, is provided
with a distributed compensating winding embedded in slots
in "the main pole pieces, in addition to the commutating pole
winding which had been previously accepted as the best practicable method of minimizing commutation troubles.
The use of this compensating winding practically prevents
losses due to flux distortion, which, in previous commutating
pole types, ran as high as 10%, and the motor may be safely
accelerated from low speed to high speed when connected to a
fri~tion load by inserting the total field resistance in one step.
For ordinary operating conditions only a simple drum type
controller is required, while for automatic service magnetic
control of a very much simpler type than that necessary for
the conventional commutating pole type of motor can be employed without sacrificing excellence of commutation.
l
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On account of the abnormal conditions due to the entrance
of this country into the World War, the activities of the various large railroads looking to the electrification of heavy traffic
and mountain grade sections were in most cases put aside pending the return of normal conditions. Railroads now operating
electrical sections, however, placed orders for additional equipment and continue to add to their facilities as the traffic requirements dictate.

NEW

YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD-ELECTRlC DMSION

During the year the New York Central Railroad placed in
service 10 additional 125-ton electric locomotives, which are
duplicates of those furnished in 1914. These locomotives are
of the high-speed passenger type, each equipped with eight bipolar gearless motors capable of handling trains between New
York city and Albany in case the electrification should be extended.
Both the original type four-motor locomotives and the later
eight-motor type continue to show remarkably Jow figures on
locomotive maintenance, approximating since the beginning of
service about 3Y2c per locomotive mile.

The suburban service on the electric division of the New York .
Central handled by multiple unit trains was augmented by IS
motor-cars, each equipped with two GE-260 motors and Type
"PC" control. This makes a total of 40 multiple unit cars now
using capC" control on this system.
CANADIAN NORTHERN RAILWAY

During the early part of the year the Canadian Northern Railway placed in service on its Montreal terminal five of the six
83-ton, 2400-volt electric locomotives purchased for this electrification. While these locomotives have not been used to haul
regular passenger and freight trains, they are in actual service
hauling construction trains between the site of the new station
and Cartierville, 10 miles from the terminal, through the Mt.
Royal Tunnel.
The substation, located at the portal of the 3-mile tunnel
under Mt. Royal, was entirely completed, and contains two3-unit, 2400-volt motor-generator sets with a capacity of 1500kw. each. Energy is purchased from the Montreal Light, Heat
& Power Company at 11,000 volts, 60 cycles, 3 phase, and transformed by these units to 2400 volts d.c. for the electric zone.
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY
The delivery of main line and switching locomotives and substation material for the 440-mile electrification of the Chicago,.
~filwaukee & St. Paul Railway was completed, and there areno\v in service on this line 24 standard freight locomotives each
\veighing 282 tons; 12 passenger locomotives of similar construction but geared for 60 mph. on level track, weighing. 300
tons each with heating' equipment; and six freight locomotivesequipped \vith heating equipment for emergency service on passenger trains, weighing approximately the same as th~ pass~gel
locomotives. There are also two switching locomottves weighing 70 tons each, making a total 0 f 44 units delivered. In order
to handle local passenger trains, two of the passenger locomotives have been separated into half units weighing about 15~ to~s.
each, so that the number of locomotives available for service. IS
probably 46 instead of 44. Seven new substations on t~e MISsoula Division were also placed in service, thus completing the
.
.
most extensive steam road conversion in the world.
The railway company is rapidly completing the electrificatIon
of the Othello, Seattle and Tacoma division of this main line,
extending from Othello in the State of Washnigton to Seattleand Tacoma on the coast, a distance of 211 miles. Order~ were"
placed with the General Electric Company for t~e e~ulpm~nt
of five substations with apparatus which will be Identical With
that furnished on the Missoula Division. Five passenger locomotives of a new design, including bipolar gearless motors, arealso under construction, and two switchers weighing :0 tons ea~h.
which are duplicates of those now in service. ~ne m~ten~l
furnished by the General Electric Company for thiS sectton IS
now being shipped and the poles are set for a greater part of
the distance.
AUTOMATIC SUBSTATIONS

There were in actual operation between 12 and 15 automaticsu'bstations, and there are under construction in the Schenectady
factory more than 30 additional automatic substation equipments
ranging in capacity from 200 to 1500 kw.
ELECTRIC locOMOTIVES

A number of locomotives ranging in size from 30 to 80 tonswere ordered or put into service during the year mainly for
switching and light freight service on city, suburban, and interurban railways. Most of these locomotives are of the steeplecab type equipped with four motors, all the weight being on thedriving axles. Motor and control equipments have also been·
sold for locomotives constructed in railway company's shops.
The Illinois Traction Company is now building six such locomotives, each weighing 60 tons and equipped with four GE-69"
railway motors.
A good example of a standard steeple cab unit is the 50-tonlocomotive 'built for the Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company, which is equipped with four-type GE-257 railway mot?rs.
and type M control. Two similar units are under construction'
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for the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad and one
for the United States arsenal at Watervliet. -Two 80-ton locomotives with articulated trucks and four GE-69 motors are under construction for the Manutacturer's Railway of St. Louis
fo" handling freight shipments for the Anheuser-Busch Brewing Company.
CAR EQUIPKENTS
The greatest activity in sales of equipment for city and suburban electric systems appeared in the sales of motors for small
tight-weight safety can. During the year nearly 1500 GE-258
motors were sold for this service, and approximately 900 GE-247
motors were also manufactured for light-weight equipments.
The commutating pole ventilated type railway motor known
as the GE-249, rating 43 hp. at 600 volts was quite ·popular during the year, especially in foreign countries such as Japan, India,
Italy, and Spain, where a large part of the traction systems are
narrow gage for which this motor is particularly adapted. For
subway and elevated service 336 GE-260 motors were contracted
for by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company. Large sales
of GE-200, GE-201, and GE-203 motors also continued from a
standard line of commutating pole railway motors. The United
Railways of Baltimore purchased 320 GE-200 motors, and the
Detroit United Railway 200 GE-203 motors.
An interesting order from an historical standpoint was the
sale of 24 supplementary equipments to be used on the Provid~ Warren and Bristol Division of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad. This division was one of the
earliest roads to change from steam to electrical equipment,
purchasing GE-55 motors in 1899. The latest order includes
24 GE-254 motors of the ventilated type to be used on six motor
cars.
TRANSFORKERS

.

The circular coil form of construction was embodied in larger
sizes, of both self-cooled and water-cooled types than in preceding years. These coils permit the best distribution of the
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insulation electrically, and their structure has proved to be ideal
for resIsting the mechanical forces imposed by short circuits.
Another important feature ot circular coil construction is the
uniform heating and absence ot hot spots. This is accomplished
through the use of many thin coils, a large number of oil ducts,
and the bracings possible with circular coils which do not interfere with good radiation.
The largest capacity transformer ever built in America was
completed. It is a three-phase auto-transformer unit rated at
25,000 leva. with a maximum output of 50,000 kva., and was designed to withstand mechanical stresses incident to momentary
short circuit. It is intended for stepping up the output of a
45,OOO-kva., 60-cycle turbine generator, from 12,200 volts to
24,400 volts and exceptionally high efficiencies were indicated
during its test; viz., full load, 99.4%; three-quarter and halfload, 99.5% and one-quarter load 99.3% based on 5O-000-kva.
output.
A number of single-phase self-cooled transformers of record
size were produced. Among these were several aooo-kva., 25cycle, 44,000-6600-volt units, three of which are to be used to
give a bank output of 24,000 kva. They were designed to be
proo f against momentary short circuit stresses.
In the building of these transformers a new form of radiator tank was developed which worked out so successfully that
many of its features were adopted for other new tank constructions, particularly in combination with the well known corrugated tank. This new tank combines a corrugated tank with
external radiators to give a greatly increased cooling surface.
Further improvement was secured in the oil conservator tank,
and it was applied on some of the largest trans formers produced. With this arrangement all joints in the transformer
tank are made oil and air-tight, and an expansion chamber
is added. The transformer tank is completely filled with oil,
and all expansion and contraction of the oil is taken care of in
the conservator. This construction has two main advantages;
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viz·., moisture due to breathing is trapped and prevented from
entering the transformer, and there are no spaces where gas
or air may accumulate inside the transformer tank.
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

The adoption of sphere gaps in combination \vith horn gaps
for use with aluminum lightning arresters constituted a definite
advance in the art of electrolytic arrester design, inasmuch as
their use was found to insure a very considerable reduction in
the time-lag of the arrester equipment as compared with that
secured with horn gaps alone.
In order to determine the spark-lag values of different forms
of gaps, exhaustive tests were made \vith needle-gaps, horn-gaps,
and sphere gaps, all connected in parallel to insure identical
stress conditions and subjected to high-potential, steep-front
voltage waves. The results showed definitely that the electrical
stresses on the insulation of generating, transforming and distributing apparatus, protected by electrolytic arresters, could be
greatly reduced by the addition of sphere-gaps to the equipInent heretofore used.
All G-E aluminum lightning arresters for use on circuits above
14,000 volts are no\v provided with sphere-gaps.
SWITCHING ApPARATUS

Considerable progress was secured tending toward the perf ection of previously developed safety-first devices, and numerous detail improvements were made in standard equipments,
especially in the line of high potential switching apparatus.
Among the radically ne\v devices there were certain relays
\\'hich possess features of exceptional interest. The first of
these is a single unit plunger type overload relay \vhich has a
number of decided advantages as compared with older types,
,vhile at the same time retaining all their good features. In
the new relay better mechanical and electrical characteristics
have been secured, the number of parts used has been materially
reduced, and standardization has ,been carried to unusual lengths.
In connection \vith an arc ground suppressor there "'"as designed a new balanced phase -selective relay for operation from
three potential transformers or from a combination of condensers and potential transformers. The arc ground suppressor con"sis1s essentially of this relay and three single-pole electrically-operated circuit breakers which are interlocked to prevent the closing of more than one breaker at a time.
A reverse power relay for operation on polyphase circuits was
.constructed along the lines of an induction meter. It is made
in polyphase units with circuit-closing contacts for instantaneous
trip. I f time delay action is desired, the time and current setting of the ovreload relay, ","hich must be connected in series
,vith the reverse power limit contacts, will detertnine the action
() f the combination.
The operating characteristics of this relay are permanent, the
torque is high, while the energy required. to operate it is small
Clnd there is practically no vibration even with heavy currents.
For use in connection with air and oil circuit breakers, a
hinged armature lo\v-voltage release ,vas designed. This type
has a coil with a soft iron pole piece mounted in an iron case,
the cover of which consists of an armature. hinged at its lower
~nd. When the armature in dropping re~~hes an almost horizontal position it pushes a trigger do\vn and releases the toggle
lnechanism. This in turn canses two tension springs to operate
a lever with considerable force, and the lever, by striking a
hammer blow against the tripping latch of the air or oil circuit
breaker, opens the circuit.
As soon as it became standard practice, in accordance with
A.I.E.E. recommendations, to furnish temperature coils with all
.alternating-current machines having a stator core of 20 in. or
nlore in ,vidth, or a voltage of 5000 or higher, and a capacity
of 500 kva. or greater, the obvious advantage of having a compact self-contained equiptnent for securing direct-reading temperature indications \\'as recognized. This resulted in the con·struction of a temperature indicator equipment which affords
a convenient and rapid means of indicating continuously at the
-s\vitchboard the temperature of the various portions of the windings of electrical Inachinery under operating conditions.

REVIEW OF WESTINGHOUSE DEVELOPMENTS IN
E'LECTRICAL APPARATUS DURING 1917
INTRODUCTION

A review of the developments along electrical lines during the
past year reveals the fact that the unprecedented demand for
apparatus and appliances has called for abnormal efforts to speed
up production, leaving little time or energy to be devoted to
development of new apparatus or modifications of existing lines.
The year 1917 has brought to the fore no unusual development work in' apparatus used by central stations-in fact, the
volume of orders received by the manufacturers has so congested their work that development work has almost Ibeen eliminated. The year has been one of "wheel horse" effort, bringing
through to completion, for example, most of the large turbine
generators and water wheel generators ordered in 1916, which
represented, in size and economies, a distinct advance over anything before attempted. Likewise, in the case of transformers, ..
while there was advance in connection with large capacity designs for the highest voltages, there were no orders placed for
units of larger capacities than the year preceding.
It would seem as though the purchasers and tJlanufacturefs
had put their minds together in an endeavor to secure maximum
output rather than singularity or peculiarity of design, realizing
that adherence to more closely established designs would facilitate not only the volume of production, but the delivery of
individual apparatus, which was of paramount importance for
the steadily mounting volume of business, which, in the too
many cases, could be only inadequately served by existing facilities.
The year, however, has not been barren of developments, and
some extensions have been made, but the main object sought
for, especially since the country has been at war, and the Gov~rnment has been speeding up production in all the industries,
has been production of the apparatus.
STOKERS
FORCED DRAFT U NDE.RFEED STOKERS

In the past year, the demand for underfeed stokers has been
greater than was anticipated. The demand for this type of
stoker came from new central station plants and extensions to
these plants, and also from old plants requiring increased capacity. Most of the stokers for the former were used with relatively largely boiler units. The 1200 to 1400-hp. boilers seem
to be quite popular sizes.
There have been a number of cases in the past year where
old equipment has been replaced by the more modern forced
draft underfeed equipment in order to obtain more capacity
without a change in the boiler equipment. The United Railways
& Electric Company, Baltimore, is replacing old equipment by
the forced draft underfeed stoker under sixteen 450-hp. boilers.
A number of other large central stations have made extensive
installations of stokers during the year.
OVERFEED RONEY AND CHAIN GRATE STOKERS

Even though many of the large central stations have selected
the forced draft underfeed stoker, still the demand for the
Roney stoker has kept ahead of the availa·ble production. Most
of the installations in the past year have been confined to small
industrial plants, or to extensions thereto.
On account of the simplicity of this type and the fact that
no forced draft equipment is required, this type has been selected in many cases ","here a quick installation is d~sired.
The inquiries for chain grate stokers have been made less on
account of the fact that many of the central stations that formerly used them are no\\? installing the forced draft underfeed
type. Business, ho\vever, has been very active in the extreme
\vest, especially in the beet sugar plants.
GENERATING EQUIPMENT

The past year has seen little that is radically new in generating equipment. More units of large individual capacity have
been contracted for than ever before, due to the growth of the
larger central stations. The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Company has sold several large units ranging from 40,000 tv
70,ooo-kw. capacity and these either have or are now being in-
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The Mechanical Railway Tie
This Mechanical Tie is by no means an experiment. It has been
amply tested under severe service conditions during the last five years.
Actual service develops beyond argument that it gives absolute safety,
maintains gauge surface and alignments, reduces noise to the minimum, conserves equipment and rolling stock, costs very little more
than wood to install and practically nothing to maintain, adds to the
comfort of passengers, and is weather-proof. The Mechanical Tie is
made with two wood blocks, imbedded in a cushion of asphalt. These
blocks are the immediate support of the rails and are fastened to them
with bolts and clips. The blocks are connected by two angle irons
which hold the gauge of the track.

Write lor lull particulars

THE DAYTON MECHANICAL TIE COMPANY
201 Third Street Arcade, Dayton, Ohio
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stalled. Those units above 40,000 are of the cross compound
or triple element type. Among those reported last year but
just recently installed may be mentioned the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, of New York, a 70,OOO-kw. triple element
unit.
The increase in cost of coal has brought a/bout some inc'rease
in hydro-electric stations and among the larger installations
made during the past year might be mentioned that-·o.f the Montana Power Company at Holter, Mont., where there are installed four 12,OOO-kva~ vertical units. The power from this
plant is used very largely of the electrification of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad and the saving in coal due to
the use of water power is going to be a very considerable item.
This railroad has. purchased from the Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Company a large amount of new equipment for an extension of the electrified zone, 'despite the present high cost of
materials, and thus are doing their part towards the conservation of the country's coal supply.
One of the developments brought about by the high cost of
materials, labor, etc., such as the high cost of copper, has been
an increased tendency towards the use of synchronous condensers for both power factor correction and voltage regulation. In many cases the installation of such apparatus saves an
- increase in transmission line copper, or allows additional load
to -be taken on a given transmission line, and at the same time
permits the maintaining of normal and satisfactory voltage
conditions.
SWITCHBOARDS

The outstanding features of switchboard business has been
the continued purchase of switch gear for power stations of
tremendous initial and ultimate capacity. Initial capacities of
60,000 and ultimate capacities of as high as 387,000 leva. are represented in installations projected and for which switch gear
was purchased during the year~
Despite the heavy load represented by continued development
of high powered stations the Westinghouse Company has, as
in the past, devoted considerable attention to improvements, not
only in the major apparatus forming a part of this switch gear
equipment, but also in the smaUer details.
There may be mentioned the completion of a number of 150,OOO-volt outdoor oil circuit-breakers of rupturing capacities· far
in advance of anything heretofore within the limits of high voltage breakers. These breakers have round instead of elliptical
tanks, domed instead of almost flat tops and are of all steel
construction with the result that guarantees or their withstanding possible internal pressure of 150 lb. have proved very conservative. In fact, with the guaranteed arc rupturing capacity
with voltage maintained of 1,000,000 kva. it is felt that question of high-voltage power concentration is solved for at least
some time. Similar breakers with same guarantees are also
being built for 110,OOO-volt service.
By combining the space advantages of the one of the older
types and the rupturing ability of one of the modern types, a
new type of high powered station breaker for voltages up to
23,000 volts has 'been developed. The compact type of operating mechanism of the former bteaker with its characteristic
common supporting top for all tanks with the round tanks of
the latter and its characteristic all steel construction with highly
accelerated tripping has resulted in a line of breakers with a
short circuit arc rupturing capacity of 625,000 leva. at 15,000
volts which represents the greatest advance to date in high
powered compact moderate voltage, cell mounting oil circuitbreakers.
Among other developments, might be cited the frame-mounted~
indoor and outdoor high powered steel top, 73,OOO-volt breaker;
combination 37,500-volt and 132,OOO-volt outdoor, single-pole. disconnecting switches and choke coils all on a common base with
a resulting net saving of one insulator supporting column; and
66,ooo-volt post-type bus supports and disconnecting switches.
Typical of the attention constantly being given to improvement in switchboard mounting devices is the development of a
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very compact and improved drum type circuit-breaker controller.
Likewise along the same lines may be mentioned the completion
of an adequate line of meter switches (also of drum type), key
operated, including ammeter, voltmeter, synchronizing frequency
meter and power factor meter switches. With the completion
of these, all plug switches for meter s\vitching can be eliminated. thus insuring the entire absence of any potential from
the front of panel boards or control desks.
The we of black dial meters was given increasing consideration resulting in an increasing number of installations employing them.
Increased use of outdoor switch houses bas been noted. The
highest operating voltage heretofore utilizing these had been
2500, a considerable number of installations have now been
made which control circuits up to 6600 and 11,000 volts. Single
orders received involving as many as ten houses are proof of
claims made as to the economy represented by their use for distributing small amounts of secondary voltage power from transmission lines in connection with outdoor stepdown trans formers.
There may also be mentioned the development of what gives
promise of being a highly successful and yet simple control
equipment for automatic rotary ~nverter substations. One such
outfit has been in successful operation for some time and others
are under construction. To a very large degree, the bulk and
complexity of earlier control equipment for such installations
have been eliminated.
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

The principle change in electrolytic arrester design has been
in the main gap. The use of sphere gaps in combination with
horns first came into use as a special design, and later was
adopted as standard by all manufacturers on all voltages above
11,000. At these voltages, the use of a sphere gap reduced the
time required for a static surge to break down the gap and
discharge to ground through the arrester.
For the protection of apparatus on railway cars further developments have been made in the use of condensers by surrounding the condenser with a moulded insulating case, making
an easily replacable unit impervious to moisture. The capacitance has been increased to 1 mf. in all forms of arresters,
both car mounting and pole mounting, giving a static discharge
capacity sufficient to take care of the worst conditions found
in practice.
SWITCHES.

A new line of knife, front-connected switches has been put
on the market, embodying the most recent ideas in the construction of such switches. In the rear-connected line, the larger
capacity switches have been put out in the new form to supply
a line having laminated studs, or combinations of laminated and
round studs, giving the maximum convenience for switchboard
mounting where bus-bar connections are made direct to the
stud.
OIL CIRCUIT BREAKERS
The tendency toward the development 0 f breakers of very
large interrupting capacity at all ranges of voltage has continued
during the year, in order to take care of the increases in generating capacity throughout the country. The requirements of
the situation have produced breakers for use up to 155,000 volts
having the capacity to interrupt 3750 amperes at the contacts.
This line consists of round tank breakers from 95,000 to 155,000
volts, having domed steel tops and bottoms with operating
mechanism inside the top, thus securing maximum strength in
all directions against internal stresses.
In the line of breakers for lower interrupting capacity, developments have been carried through up to 115,000 volts, these
breakers having elliptical steel tanks with cast steel tops and
tie rods from these tops to the tank bases, thus greatly increasing the mechanical strength and the interrupting capacity over
the original designs using cast iron tops.
In the lower types for high interrupting capacity a breaker
has been developed using round tanks grouped together under
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a single cast steel top, thus securing the interrupting capacity
of the separate unit breaker within a minimum amount of space.
These breakers take advantage of the operating features, of
the other type, having a single solenoid operating through a
vay simple toggle mechanism a cross arm, from which are suspended aU of the moving contact elements.
In other forms of breakers of large interrupting capacity,
cast steel tops have been applied and the tanks are supp'orted
from these cast steel tops by tie rods connected to cradles under the tanks.
SUBSTATIONS

The developments in substation apparatus have been relatn·ely small, due to the great amount of active business, making
it almost impossible to even put through experimental work conttmplated. \'arious improvements in details of converting apparatus, have been made, which tend towards better substation
apparatus ventilation, lower maintenance, longer life, and better
«OIlomy.
The outstanding feature in the past year has been the production of substation switching equipment that is entirely automatic, this equipment switches the apparatus on a fundamentally
SOllDd basis, that is, the machines are switched at the proper
time depending upon the electrical condition of the machine
controlled. There has 'been little doubt as to the value of attendantless substations, the only doubts having been, the lack
of sufficiently reliable automatic equipment. This new development therefore, should be of inestimable value to the electric
railway industry.
STREET RAILWAYS
The line of standard railway motors has been worked up to
a point nearing perfection and very gratifying service reports
indicate previous predictions were more than justified.
During the past year the standard line of Westinghouse Electric motors has been supplemented by the type 577 motor, having a rating of 200 hp. at 600 volts. This motor is especially
suited for heavy subway service and a large number are now
going into service. It lends itself to heavy interurban service
where exceptionally heavy duty is required, and is in striking
contrast to the "Wee" motor brought out by the company.
It is gratif)ing to note and of decided advantage to the trade
to report stability in design of the present line which enables
the user to standardize for some time to come.
The multiple unit types of control previously reported are
coming into their own. Scarcity of labor and heavy peak
load haul has now convinced the user of the advantage to
be obtained.
The H. L. and H. L. D. types of control have been complttely developed into a one piece outfit resulting in economy
in space and simplicity of wiring and mounting.
Regeneration has been extended to ordinary interurban application especially in locomotive service and this development
"-ill rapidly extend in this field.
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STEAM RAILWAY Eu:cnuFICATlON

The past year has" seen considerable detail development and
improvement in apparatus pertaining to electrification of steam
railroads. The requirements for heavy freight traffic on mountain grade sections have been met by the production of a very
powerful split phase locomotive having several improvements
over those previously built. Thi~ locomotive, while only weighing 250 tons complete, has a horsepower capacity of 4800 and
a max~mum tractive effort of 130,000 lb., all of which is concentrated in one single cab unit. The most interesting improvement in this type of locomotive is the synchronous phase converter, by which 100% power factor is obtained on this locomotive, thus eliminating some of the line losses which were
encountered with the induction type phase converter.
The high voltage direct current system has also shown advance
in the production of a high powered passenger locomotive. The
rating of this locomotive will be 4000 hp., and the starting traction effort will ·be 112,000 lb., while the total weight will be 266
tons.
This engine will also be a single cab unit.
There are
many detail improvements in the design of both the mechanical
and electrical features of this engine but are too numerous to
mention in a brief review.
Regenerative control for direct current locomotives has been
perfected to such an extent that it is now applied whenever desired to 600-volt units as a standard. This feature contributes
very largely to the safety· in operation of the electric locomotive, and its principal value lies in the fact that it relieves the
air brakes from considerable straIn and enables them to be used
as a reserve for stopping lrains only.
The. development of high speed circuit-breaker methods for
suppressing flashing in high voltage direct-current apparatus
has taken very forward steps during the past year and the indications are that this serious troubl~ in machines of this class
has been definitely suppressed. These devices are of various
kinds and very unique in character, the details of 'which will
receive publicity at a later date.
These detail developments have put the electrical industry in
a position of preparedness for the more general electrification
of railroads, which it is anticipated will become very active in
the near future.
ARC WELDING

The advance made in tho past year in arc welding has been
important. Heretofore, the arc welding voltage has been T~,
but the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company has recently
designed a new line of arc welding equipment with an operating voltage of 60 volts, and also the machines are running at
the highest and most efficient speeds. The drop in voltage from
75 to 60 will mean a saving in power.
Further, this company has developed portable welding outlet
panels which will simplify the shop wiring and will decrease
the total expense of the installation.
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